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Inclusive, Sustainable and 
Resilient Urban Passenger
Transport



Streets that fit project

• Investigates the rationale for street space allocation

• Leverages an agent-based model for a mid-sized city

• Explores:

Interaction among a broad range of mobility services and modes 

+

Limited, dynamic and demand-responsive re-allocation of space
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Scenarios

•Static Network + No new modesBaseline Scenario

•New modes (Shared and Floating micromobility)

•Dynamic Demand

New Mobility 
Paradigm 

•Dynamic Network

•Supply and Mobility Alternatives unchangedDynamic Network

•Dynamic Network

•Dynamic Demand + New Modes
Full 

Implementation
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Why should space 
consumption be 
incorporated into policy 
and appraisal assessments 
to deliver more just 
outcomes?



Space is rare
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• Space in general, and Street space in particular is a scarce

commodity in dense urban settings

• Serves broad range of purposes

• There is an inherent tension in how to allocate this contested

sspace



Wide Range of mobility alternatives
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Things to consider when allocating space
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1. The trip purposes that can be effectively served by 

different modes

2. The space consumption needed to provide this mobility

3. The environmental concerns 

4. KEY: The need for reallocation of space will be different 

at different urban levels and the impacts and needs in the 

centers and peripheries of urban agglomerations will be 

different
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How is space currently 
allocated?



Space Consumption: Baseline
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Relative Space Consumption
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Relative Space Consumption
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To build back better and have just transitions to more resilient

and sustainable cities:

CRITICAL LOOK AT HOW WE ALLOCATE SPACE IN OUR 

CITIES

PUT PEOPLE FIRST: how this space serves people?

move away how vehicles use the space
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Can we do better?



Space Consumption: Baseline
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Space Consumption: Full Implementation
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Can we do better?

• 69% of trips could be realized by shared modes

• 41% by micromobility and non motorised transport 

• In Full implementation:

– Vkm and Pkm increase

– Tank-to-wheel CO2 emissions are reduced by 6%

– PM emissions drop by 4%. 

• With electrification of the shared vehicle stocks:

– up to -23% each for all measured pollutants. 
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Challenges



Challenges

• Safety and Predictability

– more modes in a shared space at different speeds  increase 

the likelihood of conflicts and accidents

– safe-system principles should guide the re-allocation of space

– default low and safe speeds could go a long way!

• Data and measurement

– appropriate space consumption indicators for policy and appraisal 

assessments
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Let’s build back better, 
more Inclusive, more 
Sustainable and more 
Resilient Urban Passenger
Transport
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